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I used to think AskMen was better than MensLibs (albeit not by
much), now it just looks terrible in general.
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Comments

TheLWMA • 25 points • 20 May, 2022 10:20 PM 

It's not men's job to make women feel safe.

Seriously, attitudes like this are the reason why Johnny Depp isn't believed as the victim despite the evidence
stacking in his favor.

ChimpPimp20 • 1 point • 12 June, 2022 03:47 AM 

I hate to do this but:

It's not a woman's job to make men feel safe.

Imagine if a commentor said that instead. I, myself have no problem with making sure the cold approach
doesn't put off a woman. I would expect the same from her as well.

TheLWMA • 2 points • 12 June, 2022 04:42 AM 

The difference is that women do not have the expectation to make men feel safe.

TAwayLWMA1107[S] • 23 points • 20 May, 2022 06:48 PM* 

What I got from these 3 posts.

"I've never been a misandrist I just snap at men who never did anything to me! I'm not sexist, just cautious!"

"Men are more violent, so generalizing them isn't stereotyping, in fact it justified!"

"Women aren't people with the capability to be shitty, we're just tired of playing nice so we stooped down to
your level. But also I can recognize that people (men) can be shitty but am willing to tolerate the good ones."

Edit: The Blue/Purple user is the same across all 3 posts

MazerTag • 18 points • 21 May, 2022 02:48 AM 

AskMen is heavily used by women who answer questions "on behalf of" men. If you ever point out that they're
providing a female perspective, they'll either laugh it off as "Oops! I'm on so many subs that I didn't realize," or
they'll get pissy and say "This sub is for everyone. Don't be a sexist gatekeeping incel @#$%!!!"

The sad fact is that there are no male spaces anymore, and male perspectives are often treated as objectively
wrong by feminists who make a point of insinuating themselves anywhere men try to congregate.

By the other token, admit you're male and post anything on one of several subs (e.g. FDS), and you get banned
based on gender alone. You also get shadowbanned on many sites (e.g. facepalm) for posting in subs like where
we are now, because they assume based on the name that it's a hive of misogyny.

TAwayLWMA1107[S] • 2 points • 29 May, 2022 02:14 PM 

Just wanted to come back and say, you right

MazerTag • 3 points • 30 May, 2022 01:27 AM 

lol... doesn't surprise me one bit.

TAwayLWMA1107[S] • 7 points • 20 May, 2022 06:37 PM 
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this study

FBI UCR

Table 3

koicattu • 3 points • 1 June, 2022 12:18 PM 

In reference to purple, "I'm not homophobic, I just avoid gay people" "I'm not racist, I just avoid black people"
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